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Tennis Teaching,Travel Cart,Tennis Ball Cart,
Collapsible,holds 225balls-TE1012

Tennis Teaching cart, Capacity: 225 balls
Collapsible buttom-locking legs make it easy to transport
Racquets can be locked inside cart, handles fit through 
corner openings,
Including easy-locking lid, same durable 5" wheels as on 
Deluxe teaching cart,
Heavy-duty steel tube, Dia.7/8" with chrome plated,
Metal string: Dia.3.0 & 6.02mm, with powder coating in black,
One set stainless hardware

Tennis Teaching Cart,Tennis Ball Cart-TE1011
Tennis Teaching Cart holding 350 tennis balls,
Metal pipe: Dia.7/8" with chrome plated,
Metal string: Dia.3.0 & 6.00mm, with powder coating in black
Ready to use after 8 bolts installed,
Best wheels: bolted 5" durable wheels, solid steel shank elminates,
Breakable plastic inserts,
Sealed bal bearing on axles and casters resist dirt and clay,
Durable solid one-structure welded frame,
Black heavy-duty plastic coated basket and storage tray,
Nonremovable tray is recessed into bottom support arms, 
eliminating sharp corners,
Easy assemble, requres only basket and handle to be bolted on,
Reaquets can be locked inside cart,
With foam cushion handle, hinged, easy locking lid

Tennis Ball Basket,Tennis Ball Caddy,
Tennis Ball Pick-up-TE1013

Tennis Ball Basket, holds 72 balls,
Basket size: 27x25x32, Assembled height: 88cm,
Heavy-duty metal frame tube: Dia.5.0mm and 
6.0mm foot tube with chrome plated,
One set stainless hardware,
Convenient handles with steel ball for easy pick-up 
and flip over to stand, with plastic pads resistant rust,
Flexes slightly as you pick up balls, eliminating bent 
wires and broken welds
Customized Logo welcome

, Tennis Rain Shuttle,Aluminum 
Water Squeeze-TE1015

5 feet wide sweep,
All Aluminum frame for light weight and manueverability,
Fast-action casters that will not scratch or mar courts,
Better mobility and operation,
Better function blade,
Easy to use and store,
High quality EVA body, 2 pieces EVA blades included, 
more durable, can be replace

Tennis Court Dryer,PVA Foam Repl
Roller,Sponge Roller-TE1010

Size: Dia.4" x 36"(L), PVA roller,Blue
Replacement for tennis court sweeper/dryer,
Good water absorbtion and long term use, 
and good for tennis court water sweep

Tennis Training Rebounder-TE1001
Size: 9'Wx7'H
Heavy-duty steel pipe, Dia.1", 
with powder coating, black,
Polyester knotless net, 1" mesh size, 
vinyl hemmed and grommeted
Adjustable tension strap to vary length
and speed-up return,
Includes net-height marking tape, 
springs, nuts, bolt, caps,

Square Tennis Court Posts,Aluminum-TE1020
Professional Hard & Grass Court Tennis Post engineered
from heavy grade 80x80mm Aluminum& complet with 
brass tennis net winding mechanism,
Post constructed from 80x80 Square Aluminum,
24" Tall ground sleeves,
The tennis posts have brass winder & pulley mechanism,
Tennis posts are powder coated in green,
Post have a life expectancy of in excess 
of 20 years

We have more quality tennis nets and 
court equipment,would like to prepare 
FREE samples for your quality evaluation,
Please inquire us today......


